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What is the cost of becoming an NCPAC member? $75 per year for general membership.
What are the benefits of being an NCPAC member?
Due to our sponsorship of The Appraisal Foundation and numerous members we have
representatives at the state and federal level;
We have a Peer Review Committee for assistance with difficult assignments and they can provide
you with advice if you have to appear before NCAB;
Via our local NCPAC chapters throughout the state, we provide opportunities to meet, learn
from, and discuss topics with other local appraisers in your area;
NCPAC designated appraisers can now be recognized through NAR with their designation as
either a General Accredited Appraiser (GAA) or Residential Accredited Appraiser (RAA).
NCPAC members can now post to a job board on the NCPAC Website if they are a trainee or
appraiser looking for a firm to affiliate with or are a firm looking for a new candidate to add to their
organization. Currently several positions are available!
JOB POSTINGS
NAME

TYPE

SEEKING A

LOCATION

Firm
Cert Res

Cert Appraiser
Firm

Wake, Durham,
Chatham, Franklin,
Granville, Johnston
Beaufort/Raleigh

919-601-0152

Firm

Trainee

SE NC/NE SC

Keithhadding@gmail.com

Firm

Cert Appraiser

Davie County Area

336-971-9382

Trainee

rakesh.sethi66@gmail.com

Firm

Supervisor/Firm Triangle/Triad
Cert Gen
Appraiser
Charlotte

Trainee

Supervisor/Firm

vanderson4818@gmail.com

McNamara & Co

Alan C. Sullivan
Hadding Realty
& Appraisal
Leonard Taylor
Appraisals
Rakesh Sethi
Thomas Harris
Vanessa
Anderson

Raleigh

CONTACT INFO
admin@valueabode.com
919-329-2997

admin@tbharrisjr.com
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1.PRESIDENTS CORNER:
Hello everyone, this is Steven W. Craddock the 2017-2018 NCPAC President.

We have been working diligently for you for many years through legislators and our own “boots on
the ground”. We currently are working on our responses to the NCAB about the changing and
proposed rules which will be voted on by the NC Appraisal Board on April 24, 2018. This is a VERY
important meeting (that starts at 9 a.m.) so please let us know ASAP if you are planning to attend so
we may let the NCAB know about how many people will be attending this critical meeting. Be a part
of the solution: Don’t just stand by and complain about it…do something!
Now, more than ever, we need your help to continue moving forward in our journey. One way YOU
can help is by helping us to gain more members by talking about NCPAC to your appraiser peers. I
also would like to ask each of you for some feedback. Let us know what we can do better. Send me
an email or call me with your concerns and/or your ideas. I will always listen to you.
Visit our new NCPAC website at www.ncpac.us and our NCPAC Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/NCPAC.US.
We also are working on some new NCPAC member benefits for you that will truly benefit you as a
person and perhaps your family, as well. Watch your email for updates on these benefits!
Are you interested in a Designation? Remember that NCAPC’s CDA Designation Program is nationally
recognized by The Appraisal Foundation (TAF), of which we are one of its eleven Appraisal Sponsors
(an Appraisal Sponsor is a non-profit organization that serves appraisers who financially supports TAF
and provides the TAF with professional input). Inquire today!
Sincerely,
Steven W. Craddock, CDA, RAA, HMS, CDEI
2017-2018 NCPAC President
ncpacpresident@gmail.com
Call or Text 919-887-8778 - The NCPAC President’s Mobile Hotline

P.S. Don’t forget to take and complete your 7-hour National USPAP Update course by 05/31/2018.
Tell your appraiser peers to join NCPAC today and they will receive their FREE
2018-2019
Edition of the National USPAP 7-Hour Course Student Manual (a $35 value) that you truly need to
complete the 7-hour National USPAP Update Course. This is one of the many benefits of being a
loyal NCPAC Member.
ALERT: The 2018 NCPAC annual dues invoices came out in December 2017. If you have already paid
your 2018 annual dues, thank you. By renewing your NCPAC annual membership, you are continuing
to let us work for you and for the betterment of ALL NC appraisers.
"DON'T BECOME ANTIQUATED; YOU HAVE TO GET DESIGNATED!"
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The North Carolina Appraisal Board (NCAB) next meeting will be 04/24/2018

2.APPRAISER NEWS

The current appointees to the board are:
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Charles L. McGill, Chairman

Raleigh

David E. Reitzel, Vice-Chairman

Conover

5. MOBILE
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Dwight C. Vinson, Vice-Chairman

Franklin

6. ARTICLE

Sarah J. Burnham

Hickory

7. CLASSES

Samuel Cory Gore

Wilmington

Hector R.M. Ingram

Wilmington

Fern H. Shubert

Marshville

Christie L. Standish

Murphy

Timothy N. Tallent

Concord

8. NCPAC CHAPTERS

2018 NCAB Meeting Schedule
April 24
June 12
August 7
September 25
November 8
NCAB OPEN FORUM POLICY
The Appraisal Board will have an Open Forum scheduled for each Board meeting. To appear at the
meeting, a speaker must:
1. Name the speaker;
2. Identify if the speaker is appearing on behalf of a group or entity;
3. Identify the topic of the speaker’s comments;
4. Limit the comments to five minutes; and
5. Make the request to speak by 9:30 am on the day before the Board meeting.
The speaker may not address any pending disciplinary matter or application.
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The Scope
It would be helpful to provide a summary of the requested action in writing when requesting to
speak or at the time of the presentation.

Board and staff members will not respond to the speaker during the comments, but may ask for
clarification.
The Open Forum will be scheduled at the beginning of the meeting, but may be moved to another
time upon request of the speaker or at the direction of the Chairman.
Speakers must maintain a professional demeanor and proper decorum during their comments.
Failure to do so may result in the Chairman terminating the speaker’s time for comment.
AARO
The 2018 Association of Appraiser Regulatory Officials (AARO) conference will be May 4-6 2018 in
Seattle Washington and then 18-22 October 2018 in Washington DC. The 2019 spring conference
will be May 03-05 2019 in Denver Colorado. We hope to have members of NCPAC present at these
meetings but the expense incurred by each person is a heavy burden especially for the west coast
conference. Why is it important to try to attend? Note who the attendees were for the spring 2017
conference (AMC’s outnumbered even the regulators themselves)- There were approximately 70
attendees for the session. The breakdown of the number of attendees was approximately 20 State
Regulators, 24 AMCs, 8 Education Providers, 6 Professional Organization representatives, and 12
Appraisers and other attendees. Here is a link to AARO’s most recent newsletter:
https://www.aaro.net/docs/AARO_Newsletter_Summer_2017.pdf
NCPAC has been working to get greater recognition of the CDA designation, Graham Smith
(head of the designation committee) has gotten approval from NAR to fast track all NCPAC
Designated Appraisers to be accepted as General Accredited Appraiser (GAA) or Residential
Accredited Appraiser (RAA) providing national recognition for our designated appraisers. There is an
application process.
North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) – During our conference the NCDOR
provided some great information. One that some appraisers were surprised by was a Privilege
License. Did you know that Real Estate Appraisers and Realtors are required to have a Privilege
License issued by the State of NC? Cost for a Privilege License is $50 per year and if you have not
been getting one in the past they do go back 5 years and penalize you for not having one during
those years (the fee for the previous 5 years plus penalty and interest could cost around $400 to start
compliance). The specific information regarding Privilege Licenses can be found on the NCDOR
website at - https://www.dornc.com/practitioner/corporate/bulletins/2007-2008/VI-E.pdf item #’s h
and I specifically address Appraisers and Realtors.
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The 2018 NCPAC Conference has been scheduled:

Wednesday, October 3-Friday, October 5, 2018
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Sea Ranch Resort, Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948 (Oceanfront Hotel)
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Room Rates $69 (No Ocean View)-$109 (Oceanfront with Balcony) plus taxes – Reservations 800-3344737 or Book Online Using Code NCAC
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www.searanchresort.com
Possible options for the 2018 CDA CE class include a tour of the wild horses in the 4-wheel-drive
beach area, the Currituck Lighthouse, the Historic Whalehead Club and the Wright Brothers National
Memorial weather permitting. Alternative options will be explored for inclement weather activities
as well.
Entertaining speakers are being sought for the Thursday night dinner. CDA class will be Thursday,
October 4, 2018 and Conference will be on Friday, October 5 th. We are considering incorporating an
Expo with Vendors.
Members are encouraged to bring family.
3. TIPS AND TRICKS: Are you trying to become a paperless appraiser? You may want to try
Microsoft Print to PDF. It has worked well for me so far I have not found anything that it will not
create a PDF File of and then it is an easy import into my report! IF YOU HAVE ANY TIPS OR TRICKS
YOU WANT TO SHARE PLEASE EMAIL THE PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN (Dana Murray –
anchor.appraisals@morrisbb.net).
4. APPS AND TOOLS: Do you ever need to know the elevation, direction of the view or GPS
coordinates of the subject? I have been using my smartphone and an APP called GPS Status from the
Google Play Store. You can determine what direction the view is in, what the altitude is and what the
GPS coordinates are. Sometimes it is hard to map vacant land in a rural area and the coordinates
help! ARE YOU USING AN APP THAT YOU THINK WILL HELP OUT THE REST OF US, PLEASE EMAIL THE
PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN (Dana Murray – anchor.appraisals@morrisbb.net).
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Before the emergence of Smartphones and tablets, digital cameras were the latest necessity to Real
Estate Appraisers on the go, and sure enough… The well ran dry. After a memory card malfunction
destroyed six sets of inspection photos, Going Mobile was inevitable. After re-inspecting each house,
I vowed to find a more efficient way to run my business.
The time it took to complete just one report was unfathomable and I was at the end of my rope.
Everything was much more difficult than it needed to be and I knew that, which inadvertently
directed me to mastering A La Mode’s TOTAL for Mobile form-filling app. Like I said, this was the
Stone Age (Circa: When the thought of ordering a ride from a complete stranger via cell phone was
totally insane) Don’t be fooled, this metamorphosis didn’t happen overnight, I was scared of change
and clutching my clipboard for dear life. I eventually gave myself an ultimatum to either dive into the
unknown or get comfortable chasing my tail for a living. It was time to ditch the clipboard.
The first step? You guessed it, to follow suit with the banks and go paperless. This started by learning
what a file hosting service was. I was slowly introduced to Dropbox, taking advantage of countless
tutorials during the process. After figuring out how to upload and store my digital files, the real magic
happened when TOTAL for mobile came into the picture. Precise sketches with 100% accurate
measurements are now a click and swipe away (No wifi needed), Photos can be taken and labeled
within the app and inspection data is synched to desktop seamlessly upon completion. Pairing these
features with data importers Appraiser Genie, DataMaster, Spark & Dropbox eliminated the need to
return to the field for comparable sale photos, saving valuable time & my sanity. Once I conquered
execution, I learned how to customize my mobile system & build my own templates. This freedom
extended directly into my own life. I rarely work from a desk now, typing is as easy as ever in a park,
local diner, virtually any quiet place I can find. Life happens and it doesn’t stop for even the busiest
person. When faced with a family emergency requiring me to travel out of state frequently, I was still
able to inspect and type in transit. My clients never knew I was gone, it was business as usual.
Still not convinced? Going Mobile has increased revenue tenfold in an industry always wanting
something yesterday. I am single handedly able to complete orders in half the time as a non-mobile
appraiser and offer services that clients need expedited and are willing to pay a rush fee for. Being
able to guarantee a turn time deemed “unreasonable” put me in the position of letting the work
come to me, not vice versa.
Your quality of life will change, without a doubt. The mobile app gives you a crystal clear picture of
the market. It allows you to see the data at the inspection without juggling a file full of papers. When
you inspect the comparable sales it actually makes sense in the field. You can eliminate with one click
versus hoping to remember later…we are human you know!
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Mobile appraising has changed every aspect of my business. It has allowed me to become a better
appraiser with more thorough USPAP compliant work files. The tools available help us to be more
efficient and productive. All we have to do is implement them into our everyday routine & sit back
and watch the magic happen.
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Danielle Evans
Cert Res RD7348
Gateway Appraisal Services, Inc
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6. ARTICLE – Transitioning into Non-Lender Work!
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Transitioning Into Non-Lender Work
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By Phil Spool, ASA
I am fortunate that all of my appraisal work is for non-lenders. I gave up assignments for lenders
around 10 years ago and have never looked back. I would say the bulk of my appraisal assignments
are from sellers, buyers, Realtors®, attorneys (usually for litigation) and accountants (usually for
estate planning).
Every two years since 2003, I teach continuing education classes at Miami-Dade College for appraiser
license renewal. I also teach beginning and advanced appraisal courses. Most of my students are
Certified Residential appraisers with some Certified General appraisers and trainees. I have a good
following of students and most like to interact with other appraisers in class, so I make sure time is
set aside. The discussions are often about appraising and the differences between working for AMCs
and lenders compared to working for non-lenders. This is the time that those students in the back of
the class perk up and actually listen—and even participate. It appears that most of my students
would prefer to appraise for non-lenders, yet there is more work available from lenders and AMCs—
but at lower fees and faster turnaround time requirements.
Our discussions usually include the types of requirements imposed by AMCs and lenders. What my
students sometimes fail to realize is that whether you appraise for lenders directly or through an
AMC, or for non-lenders, your research for sales, selection of comparables and the explanation of
your subject and comparable sales are basically all the same. The main difference is that lenders and
AMCs require more specific choices of comparable sales, pending sales and listings and the
photographs used in the report. Many lenders and AMCs require a certain amount of current sales,
pending sales and listings within a specific geographical boundary for the comparables, and with
specific timeframes for the closed sales—such as three to six months. What you should realize is that
some of the best comparable sales are slightly older than the required time period and perhaps in a
substitute neighborhood, with sales that are a better comparison to the subject than those available
within the subject neighborhood during the time period required. Often, appraisers feel compelled to
comply with the lender or AMC and not consider expanding the area and time for better comparable
sales.
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Due to short turnaround time requirements, cutting corners appears to be the norm. This may include
doing the minimum to satisfy the lender/AMC in comp selection or the use of boilerplate statements
that pertain to the general appraisal process, rather than specifically relating to the subject. Or making
boilerplate statements regarding the land (site) value, like "the land value is based on land sales and/or
the extraction method" and the replacement cost within the cost approach, which typically states "from
local contractors or builders." From my experience, most appraisers do not have the support for the
land value or the replacement cost new in the work file or in the report. Simply using this type of
boilerplate language without actually having the documentation to support it can spell trouble for any
appraiser. This can become an issue when facing a lawsuit or a state board complaint.

The advantage of appraising for a non-lender is that you have the ability to determine your turnaround
time based on your workload rather than the restrictions the lender or AMC requires. When the lender
or AMC sets the framework for your appraisal, such as restrictions in the selection of comps or the use
of the cost approach when not applicable, etc., they are in essence dictating the Scope of Work (SOW)
to you. The SOW should be determined by the appraiser with the understanding of the client.
Scope of Work
No matter who your client is, you should be in control of the SOW. The SOW is defined in the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) as "the type and extent of research and analyses
in an appraisal or appraisal review assignment." The SOW Rule is located in the Rules section of USPAP,
right after the Preamble Section. It is very important that you read and understand the Scope of Work
Rule. This is the basis of your appraisal, of which Standard Rule 1 is the development of the appraisal
and Standard Rule 2 is the appraisal report itself. The Scope of Work Rule includes, but is not limited to:
1. The extent to which the property is identified;
2. The extent to which tangible property is inspected;
3. The type and extent of data researched; and
4. The type and extent of analyses applied to arrive at opinions or conclusions.
Who determines the SOW? The appraiser does but the client should be made aware of the four
requirements as indicated above. However, it appears that most lenders and AMCs prefer to dictate to
the appraiser the SOW and what approaches to value they want. They like to be in control of the
appraiser and the work product.
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The Scope
On the other hand, the non-lender is usually looking for market value and is not as
interested in the specifics of the appraisal report, such as the number of sales and listings (if
any) or what approaches to value are needed to arrive at a credible opinion of value. The
non-lender is relying on the appraiser to determine the SOW, the choice of sales, and the
final value. This is as it should be. You are the expert and that is why they are hiring you.
Therefore, you are in control of the SOW and the appraisal process, including whether or not
the cost approach is needed.
Form Versus Narrative Report
Write the report so that the client can understand it. While most commercial appraisal
reports are prepared in a narrative format, most residential appraisal reports are prepared
on a form. Appraising for non-lenders gives the appraiser the ability to choose to prepare the
appraisal report in a narrative format or on a form. In either case, the non-lender client
should be told ahead of time which format will be used. This can be done while discussing
the job assignment with the client. The written format should also be included in the SOW.
The advantages of a narrative report include not having to include miscellaneous
information that is on the form but is unnecessary in a narrative.
USPAP does not state which format to use. Instead of a narrative format, some appraisers
opt for the General Purpose Form (GP). While the GP includes most USPAP requirements,
the form is not totally compliant with USPAP. For instance, it does not have a pre-printed
line in the certification that requires you to state the name of the person providing
significant real property appraisal assistance. This statement must be in the signed
certification unless it is in an addendum to the certification. On the other hand, the narrative
report is created by the appraiser and must include all USPAP requirements. Refer to
Standards Rule 2-2 (2) (a) or (b) for the list of what is required.
The appraiser must first determine the needs of the client. I find that the narrative format
gives the appraiser the ability to better describe the subject and the comparable sales. Many
non-lender clients like to read the description of the subject property and comparable sales.
Attorneys and accountants find that more important than reading a form report that
primarily checks off the boxes. In addition to having the minimum requirements according to
USPAP, you should provide other information that your client might need. As the appraisal
report is for a non-lender, the appraiser is not required to do everything an AMC or lender
wants, including superfluous information not needed by a non-lender.
A non-lender is not interested in a "head and shoulders" inspection or photographs of
running water in a sink. Also, the advantage of non-lender clients is that a trainee can sign
the report alongside the supervisor. This is an important feature if you are either a trainee or
if you have an office with trainees.
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The advantage of preparing the appraisal report on a General Purpose form is that the
information within the form report is just about the same information in a FannieMae 1004
or 1073 form and can be quicker to complete and deliver to the client. Again, keep in mind
the needs of the client.
If you are accustomed to preparing your form report in the UAD (Uniform Appraisal Dataset)
format, even with the definitions of the abbreviations, your non-lender client might not
understand it. Remember, your client is not a Fannie Mae or an FHA lender. Most non-lender
clients would be a potential buyer, seller, agent, attorney or an accountant. They might not
understand your description of the view of the subject and comparables as "N," "B" or "A,"
(neutral, beneficial or adverse). Do you think they would want to spend their time going over
the definitions so that they can understand that the subject may be in C3 condition and the
comparable C4, rather than just stating "above average condition" and "average condition?"
The UAD format is designed for the lender and the secondary market, not for a non-lender.
In conclusion, many appraisers find that the only advantage for lender/AMC work is that the
assignments are more readily available. The advantages for non-lender work include higher
fees, longer turnaround times, and the ability to use a trainee, as most lenders or AMCs do
not allow the appraiser trainee to sign the report (depending on your client). In today’s
valuation environment, appraisers would be wise to diversify at least part of their business
into non-lender work.
About the Author
Philip G. Spool, ASA, is a State-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser in Florida, appraising since
1973. Formerly the Chief Appraiser of Flagler Federal Savings and Loan Association, he has been selfemployed for the past 25 years. In addition to appraising, he is an instructor with Miami Dade
College, teaching appraisal courses and continuing education classes. He is also the Vice President
with the Greater Miami Chapter of the American Society of Appraisers. He can be reached at
pgspool@bellsouth.net.

Reprinted with permission from Working RE, published by OREP, a leading provider of E&O
insurance for real estate appraisers, agents, and other real estate professionals.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WRITING AN ARTICLE TO BE INCLUDED IN “THE SCOPE” AND SENT
OUT TO ALL APPRAISERS IN NORTH CAROLINA? IF SO, PLEASE EMAIL THE PUBLIC
RELATIONS CHAIRMAN (Dana Murray – anchor.appraisals@morrisbb.net).
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7. APPRAISAL CLASSES:

MCKISSOCK - 800-328-2008 www.mckissock.com
07 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Asheville NC
08 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Winston Salem NC
09 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Greensboro NC
10 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Raleigh/Cary NC
22 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Huntersville NC
31 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Charlotte/Belmont NC
BRIGHTPATH - 800-268-6180 www.brightpathedu.com
11 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Asheville NC
12 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Raleigh NC
17 Apr 2018 – 7 hour Case Law 7 in Wilmington NC
18 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Wilmington NC
21 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Greensboro NC
23 Apr 2018 – 7 hour Case Law 7 in Winston Salem NC
25 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Charlotte NC
2,3 & 9,10 Jun 2018 – Live class – 30 hour Residential Sales Comparison & Income Approaches in
Charlotte NC
Proposed class “Running a Professional Appraisal Office” dates to be announced!
TRIANGLE APPRAISAL SCHOOL - 252-291-1200 www.triangleappraisalschool.com
Schedule forthcoming!
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APPRAISAL INSTITUTE NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER - 336-297-9511 - www.ncappraisalinstitute.org
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12 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Wilmington/Wrightsville Beach NC

2.APPRAISER NEWS

19 Apr 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Asheville NC
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18 May 2018 – 7 hour USPAP in Concord NC
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18 Jun 2018 – General Appraiser Income Approach Part 1 in Charlotte NC
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23 Jul 2018 – General Appraiser Income Approach Part 2 in Charlotte NC

6. ARTICLE

06 Aug 2018 – Review Theory in Charlotte NC

7. CLASSES

01 Oct 2018 – Review Case Studies in Charlotte NC

8. NCPAC CHAPTERS

16 Oct 2018 – General Appraiser Sales Comparison Approach in Charlotte NC
23 Oct 2018 – Condemnation in Durham NC
IF ANY OTHER CLASS SPONSORS WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THEIR SCHEDULE INCLUDED IN “THE SCOPE”
PLEASE EMAIL THE PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN (Dana Murray –anchor.appraisals@morrisbb.net).

8. NCPAC CHAPTER INFORMATION: All NCPAC Chapters are requested to provide any information
that is desired to be published in the Newsletter such as Chapter coverage areas, officers, contact
information and upcoming meeting schedules to the Public Relations Chairman (Dana Murray – anchor.appraisals@morrisbb.net).
Southern Appalachian Chapter - Covers Macon, Jackson & Swain Counties in NC. Officers - President
- Dana Murray, Vice-President Sandra Gibby, Secretary - Jen Pressley. All appraisers are welcome to
any of our meetings, we try to meet on a monthly basis but when the season is busy we meet less
frequently.

